
Friday, January 9, 2015 email: PARCC Practice Tests 

 

Hi all, 

 

As done a few years ago with the arrival of the Common Core State Standards, I will be 

sending a weekly email with a resource of interest/use for all educators, students and 

parents.  The hope is that the resources either provide new information about PARCC 

and or provides a resource teachers can use with their students to help them be most 

successful on the new assessment.  Whether you are an educator or a parent, we are 

confident you will find each resource helpful in being an informed person about 

PARCC. 

 

This week’s resource is a link to the PARCC practice tests.  They are free, no username or 

sign in needed and you can get the subject and grade you need or want.  The tests 

can be taken by kids in class, at home, by parents, and of course, educators that are 

interested in seeing what PARCC tests are all about. 

 

Here is the link and some copy paste info from the page if interested: 

 

http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/ 

 

Notes about scoring: 

1. The January 2015 release will have scoring capability built into the tool. PARCC will 

also provide rubrics for the prose constructed responses. 

What's available: 

 Grades 3–11 End-of-Year tests for ELA 

 Grades 3–8 Performance-Based tests for mathematics 

 Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II Performance-Based tests for mathematics 

The spring 2014 release consisted of Performance-Based Assessment tests in English 

Language Arts/Literacy and End-of-Year tests in mathematics. 

What's available: 

 Grades 3–11 Performance-Based Assessment tests for ELA 

 Grades 3–8 End-of-Year tests for mathematics 

 Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II End-of-Year tests for mathematics 

Notes about scoring: 

1. The spring 2014 release does not have scoring capability built into the tool. PARCC 

provides answer keys and rubrics. 

2. The PARCC English Language Arts/Literacy summative assessments include one 

prose constructed response item for each of the tasks that appears on the 

http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/


Performance-Based Assessment component. Teachers can score the three prose 

constructed responses by looking at the draft. Learn more about rubrics. 

Have a great weekend. 

 

Best, 

Rick 

 

http://parcconline.org/samples/ELA

